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ABSTRACT
To enable and support innovative research in science and
engineering, the next generation Cyberinfrastructure must be able
to support collaboration across disciplines and conceptual
contexts. At NCSA, we are building Cyberenvironments which
support “architecture of participation” where user-driven
innovation is empowered. In this paper, we will first describe the
Cyberenvironment and Web 2.0/Where 2.0 concepts, and present
our definition of a participatory Cyberenvironment and the roles
of contexts for building such Cyberinfrastructure. We then present
our arguments of the importance of supporting the full range of
social, geospatial, causal and conceptual contexts. We will
describe the foundation work that we have built so far, the
CyberCollaboratory (a collaborative portal) and Tupelo (a
semantic content repository), and then provide the vision for the
path towards a rich context participatory Cyberenvironment with
potential impact on scientific communities such as distributed
environment observatory networks.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.4.7 [Operating Systems] Organization and Design - Distributed
systems
H.5.3 [Information Interfaces and Presentation] Group and
Organization Interfaces - Collaborative computing
K.3.1 [Computer Uses in Education] Collaborative learning

General Terms
Design
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1. INTRODUCTION
The ability to provide community scale infrastructure while
enabling innovation by individual researchers is a central
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challenge for Cyberinfrastructure and e-science efforts. The very
nature of a scientific community is increasingly tied to
collaborations that span disciplines, laboratories, organizations
and national boundaries. Such activities involve creating and
consuming digital artifacts using complex processes. Effectively
working with heterogeneous resources such as sensors, software
components, databases, scientific instruments, networks and
people requires substantial contextual information which
represents knowledge about the Cyberenvironment and its users.
The National Center of Supercomputing Applications (NCSA) has
initiated efforts in building end-to-end Cyberenvironments that
provide flexible middleware with semantic contexts [37].
Examples of such semantic contexts include how, when, where,
why the scientific data were generated and used and who is related
to or responsible for these processes/activities. These are metadata
which describe the conceptual relationships among different
artifacts (e.g., provenance describes the causal relationships,
which answer the “why”-questions.).
The CyberCollaboratory [44], building on a traditional
collaboration portal, is evolving these concepts to develop a
participatory Cyberenvironment, inspired by and built on the
Web 2.0, with a focus on supporting distributed environmental
observatory networks. Traditional science gateways focus mainly
on providing user access to data and computing resources such as
the TeraGrid User Portal ([55]), which are built with relatively
difficult to use interfaces (e.g., the OGSI [57] and WSRF [1]), and
usually do not provide extensive social networking interaction or
social context. Science collaboratory projects, such as [2, 8, 44]
have shown that collaboration on contexts can be quite useful.
Portals such as Nanohub [42] show that integrating social
networking/tagging capabilities into Cyberinfrastructure [10, 59]
strengthens scientific collaboration and promotes sharing of the
rich knowledge networks. The NCSA CyberCollaboratory
combines these features, along with Web 2.0-style APIs and
formats, to create a new, participatory Cyberenvironment, which
can be extended and used by many communities.
This paper is organized as follows: we will first describe the
Cyberenvironment and Web 2.0/Where 2.0 concepts, our
definition of a participatory Cyberenvironment, and the roles of
contexts for building such Cyberinfrastructure. We will then
present our arguments of the importance of supporting the full
range of social, geospatial, causal and conceptual contexts of
contents. We will show the foundation work that we have built so
far with implementations in our CyberCollaboratory and Tupelo
[58] (a semantic content repository) and then provide the vision
for the path towards full contextualized Cyberenvironments.

2. WEB 2.0/WHERE 2.0,
CYBERENVIRONMENT AND CONTEXTS
2.1 Web 2.0 and Where 2.0
The “Web 2.0” [48] has become a popular buzz word, and a few
recent Cyberinfrastructure articles have reviewed a number of
Web 2.0 concepts and its relationship with scientific communities
[22, 49]. The Web 2.0 is seen to promote an “architecture of
participation” ([46]) enabling and encouraging different levels of
participation, for both people and software components (e.g.,
MySpace.com, Facebook.com and YouTube.com, etc., provide
novel ways for ordinary users to organize data and communities.).
To describe this phenomenon, we consider the full cycle of data
and information: publish, transport, aggregate (a “mashup” in the
popular terminology [48]) and consume. For publishing, different
users not only can publish different contents in different ways
such as wikis, blogs, etc., but also can publish open APIs (e.g.
Flickr’s APIs [62]). In either case, other users/applications may
consume such contents or APIs through simple subscriptions such
as RSS feeds or remix through mashups to produce new content
or new APIs. Open standards and de-facto standards promote such
software and encourage participation by developers and users. For
example, metadata formats such as FOAF (“Friend of a friend”)
[7], GeoRSS [15], KML [18] and other “microformats” ([34]) are
de-facto standards to carry social and geographical information
from provider to consumer.
The “Where 2.0” [61] is a term coined to describe the increasing
importance and widespread use of geospatial context and
location-based services. The combination of lightweight, open
APIs and services (such as Google Maps API [5], GeoNames
service [14], GeoTruc service [16], and GeoIQ API [13] etc.) with
web-friendly protocols and simple, web-friendly formats (such as
KML or environmental observation-oriented ObsKML [45]) have
made it relatively easy to write programs to consume, mix and
share data from multiple sources which have significant geospatial
context. For example, one user can publish geo-tagged sensor
reports and his own digital photographs of the sensing location,
and a second user may use Google Map APIs to display both in
Google Maps and publish and share the result as a KML file.

2.2 Definition of a Participatory
Cyberenvironment
We have coined the term “Cyberenvironment” (CE) to describe
the next generation Cyberinfrastructure to support 21st century
scientific research and discovery [39]. Like other problem solving
suites and portals, Cyberenvironments provide an interface to
local and shared instruments and sensor networks, data stores,
computational resources and capabilities, and analysis and
visualization services within a secure framework, combined with
capabilities to enable the management of complex projects,
development and automation of processes, and group and
community-scale collaboration and coordination with distributed
colleagues. However, rather than focusing solely on access to
advanced resources, Cyberenvironments emphasize the
integration of resources into end-to-end scientific processes,
integration across Cyberenvironments,
and the continuing
development and dissemination of new resources and new
knowledge. The challenge in creating Cyberenvironments is to
separate scientific concerns from the basic Cyberinfrastructure
coordination mechanisms and to open, participatory use and reuse

of shared resources, leading to a robust infrastructure for scientific
practice that can harness the creativity of individuals to quickly
evolve as needed for next-generation research.
NCSA is evolving these concepts to develop a participatory
Cyberenvironment, inspired by and built on the Web 2.0 and
Where 2.0 patterns [31]. As part of NCSA’s efforts to build
national Cyberinfrastructure to support collaborative research in
environmental engineering and hydrological sciences, the NCSA's
CyberCollaboratory, which is built on top of Liferay portal
framework ([25, 29]), has been evolving towards a participatory
Cyberenvironment [30, 36].
We think the characteristics of a participatory Cyberenvironment
can be described as follows:
1)

2)

3)

An architecture of participation for scientific activity:
This refers to both human and software participation.
Scientists and engineers work in groups. Such social
contexts have important implications since their
scientific activities usually involve sharing various
contents in their groups. Users should be able to freely
create new groups (virtual organizations), invite
collaborators to join their groups, and form social
networks dynamically. Promoting human participation
and fostering social networking among collaborators
thus become important. In addition to sharing
community-built tools, commercial off-the-shelf the
tools such as Matlab, Excel and open source codes such
as Liferay should be leveraged and allowed to enable
scientists and engineers efficiently use those tools
towards discovery.
An open service platform: reusable and standardcompliant service components must be built. The
Liferay portal framework was picked mainly because of
its JSR-168 standards compliant, but also because of its
capability to expose portal-wide services to external
usage through SOAP, JSON or REST style APIs ([49]),
which allows other applications to use them for
mashups. In addition, the platform itself must be
extensible for building additional capabilities [29].
An integration and presentation platform for knowledge
network: scientific process is increasingly involved with
many interconnected objects: sensor, data, model,
workflow, people, publication, computing resources etc.
We have been using NCSA’s semantic content
repository middleware Tupelo [58] to capture events
happening in the CyberCollaboratory and store them in
RDF triples. Such information can be used to provide
knowledge network and provenance tracking. For
example, NCSA’s CyberIntegrator [32], an exploratory
workflow tool, can store or publish workflow templates
and annotations of the workflow as RDF triples in one
or more stores. Queries to the RDF enables discovery of
relations among data, processes, and people. For
example, the CyberCollaboratory can use this and other
metadata from the RDF stores to make
recommendations to users, such as what tools are
typically used to answer certain kinds of questions, or
with certain types of dataset.

2.3 The Role of Contexts
In order to build such participatory Cyberenvironment, contexts
play a very important role. In this section we discuss four contexts
that are important for collaborative Cyberenvironments:
1) The social context, human relations, interactions, and
status (Who)
2) The geospatial context, location or spatially referenced
information (Where)
3) Provenance, history and causal relations (Why)
4) Semantic or conceptual context, domain-specific relations,
ontologies, etc. (What)
Several existing projects are producing Cyberinfrastructure for
specific communities, such as CI-Shell [24], Nanohub [42] and
Comb-e-Chem [9]. These projects demonstrate the value of
context for communities. We believe that supporting a range of
contexts will make the participatory Cyberenvironment more
useful and sustainable.
There are currently a number of initiatives in the
Cyberinfrastructure and e-science domain that promote user
participation and social context. For example, MyExperiment.org
[41] puts workflows as the central objects in scientific activity,
and aims to provide a social networking environment for users to
upload, tag, find, share, annotate, and reuse workflows.
SciLink.com [451] presents a “family tree of science”, which
allows users to find and connect with their peers through intuitive
“genealogy”-type of structure. Nature Network [43] is another
social networking site to promote user participation through
blogging and forums on scientific and technical topics. We
believe that these and similar efforts will show that such social
networking capability provided by Cyberinfrastructure has
significant impact on collaboration and discovery if used properly.
Geospatial context is important because it is commonly believed
that 80% of all data and information either directly or indirectly
are related to physical locations [23]. Common location
components thus become one important integration vehicle to link
diverse information across different domains. This is particularly
true for the environmental or earth observatory networks where
sensors, people, data etc. usually are associated with particular
geospatial contexts. For example, NASA’s web-based
ScienceOrganizer portal [5] demonstrated that geospatial contexts
can be used to integrate remote-sensing images and scientific
survey data and generate “context maps” illustrating the
geospatial paths of survey actors and the sequence and types of
data collected during simulated surface “extra-vehicular
activities” at the Mars Desert Research station. The remotely
located scientific team found such context maps were extremely
valuable for scientific decision making for activity planning and
execution. With the advent of the geospatial web or “geoweb”
[19] and community efforts such as Open Geospatial Consortium
[56] to promote geo-information and solution interoperability,
geospatial context is playing an increasingly important role in
knowledge network presentation and integration, which is critical
for a participatory Cyberenvironment.
A third special context is provenance, which describes the causal
relationships among artifacts (e.g., data, people, instruments,
publications, etc.) and events (e.g., processing steps, accession,
custody) in a complex work process. One particular usage of the
provenance is to validate e-science experiments [63]. The
availability of provenance will empower other scientists to

correctly interpret and validate their peers’ work, as well as
facilitating user participation. An example of the use of
provenance in Cyberinfrastructure is the Collaboratory for
Multiscale Chemical Science [40, 52], which is built upon a
content management abstraction [53] and supports automated
metadata extraction, content translation, and provenance
browsing.
Lastly, semantic relationships generated by users or inferred from
work processes can be also used to build domain-specific
ontologies and metadata in a participatory Cyberenvironment,
enriching the shared knowledge base and enhancing search,
browsing, and analysis capabilities. An example of domainspecific ontology for the environmental observatory is CUAHSI
Observation Data Model (ODM) [11]. In addition to relatively
formal community standards, tagging and other folksonomy-style
ontologies have already showed the power of user-generated
metadata in Web 2.0 [17, 21]. These relatively simple
mechanisms can be improved using ontologies, which can be
combined and evolved through a collaborative, participative Web
2.0 approach [6].

3. PRELIMINARY IMPLEMENTATIONS
AND DESIGN OF BUILDING CONTEXTS
To illustrate how the above contexts can play together, we
describe an end-to-end scenario where all the above contexts can
be leveraged to support observatory-centric scientific research.
For example, a use case from one of the WATERS (Water and
Environmental Research Systems Network: [60]) observatory
testbed projects in Corpus Christi Bay of Texas requires support
for the full lifecycle of scientific research [35]. These researchers
are working to apply sophisticated models to streaming sensor
data to identify sensor anomalies and to forecast conditions such
as low dissolved oxygen (also known as “hypoxia”). This requires
the ability for researchers to apply models built as workflows to
the data streams and to publish their derived results as new
streams available to the community. Researchers can create a
group in the CyberCollaboratory (social context), deploy a Google
Map-based sensor map (geospatial context, mashup) with this
group page and allow anyone in this group to subscribe to either
raw real-time data streams or derived data streams such as
detected anomalies. If a user gets notified either by emails or a
desktop-based alerting tool, she can login into the
CyberCollaboratory by clicking the link in the email or the
desktop tool and go to the sensor monitor page, where she can see
real-time sensor data and anomalies based on her subscriptions
plotted in an AJAX (Asynchronous Javascripts And XML)-based
sensor data monitoring window along with a Google map-based
sensor map and a clickable graphical knowledge network
generated by provenance and ontologies context data showing
related persons, publications, workflows and sensors etc. If she
finds the existing anomaly algorithm is too sensitive, she can
locate another anomaly algorithm from another observatory in the
knowledge network and change the workflow parameters on-thefly and publish the new workflow to a server which can then
produce new data streams for community use.
A preliminary demo of such end-to-end system has been shown in
an earlier work in SC06 [36]. Although some parts of this
previous demo are still in early stage development such as the
real-time streaming data management, dynamic knowledge

network generation, ubiquitous provenance service, advanced
social and geospatial contexts management and visualizations, it
has been shown the power of such rich-context participatory
Cyberenvironment, which has far more flexibility in terms of
providing
collaboration,
coordination,
community-scale
customizations and user participation. We believe that the
participatory Cyberenvironment is essentially a Web 2.0 approach
for science and engineering.
The CyberCollaboratory has been undergoing redesign and new
implementation since the beginning of 2007. In this section, we
describe our foundation work of continuing moving towards a
participatory Cyberenvironment.

3.1 Promoting User Participation
A key goal for the CyberCollaboratory is to facilitate user
participation. The Cyberinfrastructure must lower barriers to
participation and collaboration. For example, it should be possible
to use resources with little effort and to join with minimal
inconvenience. .Although collaboratories for various communities
have been built in the past, such as [2, 8, 46], dynamically
building and using social context is an important advance. The
CyberCollaboratory allows any registered user to create a new
group and invite both registered and non-registered people to join
the group by emails. This simple and easy to use functionality
lower the adoption barrier of using the CyberCollaboratory and
lays the foundation for using many Web 2.0 technologies such as
FOAF and other web-friendly metadata formats and protocols,
which we describe in section 3.3. The Collaboratory should
provide useful services for registered users, such as searches
enhanced with social network and provenance relations.

3.2 Promoting Software Participation
In the evolution of the CyberCollaboratory we draw inspiration
from the Web 2.0 mashup, which enables “mass personalization”
of web content. We would like to enable a broad capability to
share and reuse software and data, analogous to Web mashups,
which we call this “Software Participation.” For the sake of
discussion in this paper, we classify the mashups into two
categories: API-based and content-based.

enable distributed applications to browse and search the enriched
knowledge base.
For example, the CyberCollaboratory has been instrumented so
that user-generated events such as joining a group or posting to a
message board produce RDF event descriptions that we can use to
track social relationships, associate authors with content, and link
similar resources together even if they were produced using
different CyberCollaboratory tools. This kind of information is
especially valuable for analyzing the provenance of an artifact
such as a document or scientific dataset, because users’
interactions with it during various times in its lifecycle can be
related to one another through RDF descriptions.
This strategy is not limited to events in the CyberCollaboratory
but extends to the desktop as well. For example, the
CyberIntegrator application records users’ data analysis and
processing activities as workflow descriptions, associating that
provenance information with data in the Tupelo content
repository, allowing applications to for instance trace the
provenance of a dataset uploaded to the CyberCollaboratory back
to the CyberIntegrator workflow that produced it, including all the
steps in that workflow.
RDF can be used to represent and annotate a variety of existing
metadata acquired from tools and sources outside the
CyberCollaboratory, without requiring significant structural
transformation. For example, many applications generate FOAF
and Dublin Core ([12]) records which can be represented directly
in RDF. Other formats including log files, newsgroup posts, and
RSS feeds can be translated into triples. The “open world”
semantics of RDF means that representing, storing, and retrieving
these disparate sources as triples does not require specific
schemas or agreement on data models. Users can employ
alternative views of the conceptually global set of triples.
The semantic content repository thus serves as a kind of “semantic
network” linking descriptions of distributed activities and
information together, providing a rich context in which users can
more easily locate information and integrate their work processes
across heterogeneous tools.

API-based mashup is based on published/open accessible
Application Programming Interface (e.g. Google Map APIs). By
leveraging Liferay’s open service APIs, the CyberCollaboratory
has already enabled other non-portal software such as the
CyberIntegrator [32], a desktop application, to use the portal API
to gather group information and social context for individual
investigator, as well as to publish and share workflow templates
into the document library and JCR (Java Content Repository:
[26]) store in the portal backend.

3.3 Ongoing and Future Efforts

Content-based mashup entails the use of lightweight, extensible
means of producing and sharing metadata, so that independentlyproduced metadata can be merged using a small set of generic
facilities. We use the Resource Description Framework (RDF [3])
to represent descriptions generated by Cyberenvironment tools,
and use standard RDF tooling (e.g., Sesame [54], Jena [27]) to
build a shared knowledge base combining descriptions from
multiple sources. RDF’s global naming scheme (i.e., Universal
Resource Identifiers (URIs) [4]) and the abstract querying and
transformation operations provided by Tupelo ([58]) enable us to
infer relationships between independently-produced descriptions
and publish inferred information back to the shared RDF store to

The Liferay calendar portlet illustrates an an example of a
microformats describing events:

In this section, we will describe our ongoing work which applies
the patterns and spirit of Web 2.0 to the CyberCollaboratory. One
example is to open up the context used by collaborating groups,
which is done through group pages and personal profiles within
the CyberCollaboratory. It is straightforward to “expose” the
individual group page and personal profile through microformats
([34]). For example, the current version of Liferay has
implemented iCal standard for single calendar event.

BEGIN:VCALENDAR
PRODID:-//Liferay Inc//Liferay
Portal 4.3.0//EN
VERSION:2.0
CALSCALE:GREGORIAN
BEGIN:VEVENT
DTSTAMP:20070921T153018Z
UID:8f1bcec0-6857-11dc-bbd6223344556677
DTSTART:20070921T153000Z

DURATION:PT1H1M
SUMMARY:New Event
DESCRIPTION:weekly project meeting
COMMENT:meeting
END:VEVENT
END:VCALENDAR
This data can be made available to any authorized user through
Web 2.0 style feeds and APIs. This mechanism not only enables
conventional calendar features, it can be used for group-defined
notifications, such as the availability of new documents, data, or
messages.
A second example is to extend the CyberCollaboratory to support
FOAF profile for each registered user augmented with physical
location of individual user. The FOAF defines an RDF syntax for
describing social relations (“A knows B”), which can be
augmented with RDF triples identifying the location of the
people. This implementation would allow users to find nearby
users and create groups for those users. Our initial design is to
leverage the user’s zip code to find the longitude and latitude of
the user location. We can use externally-available web service to
do distance calculations between two zip codes [64].
A third example would be generating a geo-referenced
provenance causal-relationship context map, which records data
use, data creation and processing steps. The provenance provides
a validation tool for users to track sensor data Quality Assurance,
workflows, investigators and publications. The emerging Open
Provenance Model defines a simple, standard vocabulary for
exchanging provenance [37, 38]. By combing both geospatial and
causal-relationships, users would be able to understand why these
steps have occurred as well as where they come from. This will
help foster community understanding and trust in data produced
by many users in distributed environmental observatory networks.

4. CONCLUSIONS
This paper has described ongoing development of the next
generation CyberCollaboratory and our strategy for moving
towards a rich-context participatory Cyberenvironment, which
enable reuse of software, data, and knowledge.
While the Web 2.0 has fostered mass personalization and personal
socializing, we seek to foster and encourage knowledge intensive
collaborations through dynamic, context-rich Cyberenvironments
for
scientific
communities.
Building
participatory
Cyberenvironment will facilitate user participation and innovation
by opening up interfaces and data to allow customization and
reuse. In the business world, building context is the key towards
intelligent enterprise knowledge system [28]. In this paper, we
have argued that the contextualized information for scientific
innovation and discovery is equally critical for successfully
managing complex investigations, for forming and sustaining
dynamic teams, and for capturing, retaining, and disseminating
knowledge.
This work builds on ideas and practices from science
collaboratory projects, which have shown the promise of
integrating tagging and social networking on top of
Cyberinfrastructure. Key features include annotation and tagging
([42]), sharing user data and workflows ([40, 41]), provenance
([63]), and social networking ([43,51]).
To achieve these goals, we apply key patterns from the emerging
Web 2.0: including APIs and microformats to foster “software

participation”, and social context to foster human participation
[22, 49]. The next generation NCSA CyberCollaboratory provides
generic social, geospatial, provenance, and conceptual contexts, as
well as open service APIs, which can be customized and extended
to create community-specific collaborative environments. As in
the Web 2.0, “the intelligence is at the edge”: communities, teams,
and virtual organizations will use these mechanisms to produce
and consume information for their own problem solving
environments.
We envision that researchers involved with distributed
environmental observatory networks will benefit from such
participatory Cyberenvironment. While traditional portals
organize the documents, data, and processes of a single
community, the next generation CyberCollaboratory will enable
sharing, reuse and promoting system science level study of the
observed earth environment. For example, MetaCarta [33] style
geo-referenced sensors, data (both real-time and model forecast
output), documents, visualizations and publications can be
directly integrated on to an observatory map, building a “rich
context” knowledge map for a digital observatory, permitting
multidisciplinary analysis and synthesis, and ultimately providing
a pathway to approach geoscience problems and processes from
an Earth system science perspective [50]. Distributed observatory
networks will also benefit from the social context that allows
individual observatory to set up their own groups, from small
teams through global collaborations.
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